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The Nooksack Salmon Enhancement Association is a community-based non-profit. This
organization has various programs and events that take place throughout the year aimed at education,
community engagement, and habitat restoration for the benefit of salmon populations. These programs
are split up into the categories of stewardship, education, and restoration, are led by NSEA staff,
AmeriCorps members, and NSEA interns. Beyond the education programs and community-based
restoration work parties, NSEA conducts projects and restoration monitoring to improve riparian and
instream habitat. NSEA works with landowners and various agencies to remove fish passage barriers,
add large woody debris, plant riparian buffers, and also monitor the sites of their projects for at least
three years to determine if the restoration was successful or needs to be revisited. This monitoring
involves collecting data on what plant species survived and are thriving and monitoring fish presence,
which helps them plan future projects more effectively.
NSEA also collaborates with other community based organizations to enact larger change and
more effective works of restoration of salmon habitat than if just working alone. A good example of this
work is the upcoming project in partnership with the City of Bellingham, Whatcom County, the
Washington Department of Ecology, US Fish and Wildlife, and others, to restore the coastal habitat of
the Little Squalicum Estuary. The project includes the removal of fish passage barriers, planting native
plants, and other restoration efforts that will ultimately improve the habitat for juvenile salmon of all
five Pacific salmon species that reach the estuary via the lower Nooksack basin.
The environmental stewardship work that I was involved with while an NSEA intern was through
their community work parties. Each Saturday we would set up tools and information booths at the work
party site, gather with volunteers, and restore riparian habitat. Each intern was responsible for a group
of up to thirty volunteers, and for each group we would introduce NSEA, get to know the volunteers,
give a land acknowledgement, go through the history of the site we are working on, perform a safety
talk on any tools we were using, and give either a planting demonstration or a plant removal

demonstration depending on goal for restoration that day. For the first half of the term we planted
areas with native trees and shrubs, and for the second half of the term we maintained previous and new
NSEA work sites by removing invasive plants such as poison hemlock, Himalayan blackberry, tansy,
thistle, teasel, English ivy, etc.. Some of the work sites we maintained were projects NSEA has been
working on for ten years or more, and it was very rewarding and inspiring to be a part of work that has a
legacy of other environmental stewards behind it.
NSEA has an environmental education program called Students for Salmon, where AmeriCorps
members employed by NSEA will make classroom visits to teach 4th grade students about salmon and
their habitat, provide the teacher with educational curriculum, schedule a field trip for the students, and
make a follow-up classroom visit. During my time as an intern, I was able to help facilitate these field
trips multiple times a week. I would prepare for these field trips by collecting and analyzing data on
water quality and macroinvertebrates, and by identifying native and invasive plants. Then, I would teach
three groups of students about the three topics in a way that is accessible and fun. I found that these
lessons were a great way to get young students excited not just about salmon and helping the
environment, but also create within them a genuine interest of science. We made sure that each
student in every class that we taught knew that they could be a scientist no matter their background,
and it was very rewarding to see their excitement. Each field trip would end with a small-scale
restoration project in which the students were able to remove invasive plants and perform an action
towards improving the habitat for salmon themselves. This was a great way for the students to see what
they could accomplish with their own determination, and really drive home the idea that everyone can
be a steward of the environment.
As a student, my coursework consisted largely of the study of ecology, geography, and
environmental education. This internship was the perfect complement to that coursework and allowed
me to put much of what I learned on paper to actual real-life practice. Strengths of this internship

include the dedication of the AmeriCorps employees to the growth and development of the NSEA
interns. I felt very supported by my AmeriCorps supervisors, and was provided very helpful guidance and
constructive criticism when needed to help me as I progressed through the internship. As there was only
a few weeks between my midterm and final evaluation, one thing I would change to improve the
program would be to have midterm evaluations sooner so interns can become aware of what they need
to improve on earlier in the internship. Even with the unevenly spaced evaluations, this internship was
an extremely valuable experience for me, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in
environmental science, but particularly to those interested in environmental education.
Being a part of NSEA for a short amount of time has opened my mind to the breadth of
environmental organizations and non-profits that exist locally, and to the great amount of work they do
to improve the environment, raise awareness of environmental issues, and provide education. As an
intern, I received just a taste of what it is like to work for such an organization, but it was a great
experience and I learned so much. I gained skills in public speaking through the Students for Salmon
program, I learned how to make connections and network with other organizations through our
partnerships with the Whatcom Land Trust and City of Bellingham, I learned how restoration of habitats
takes place and was able to take part in it, and I gained experience with working as a part of a team with
my fellow interns. I was also able to practice data collection in the field, analyze the data that was
collected, observe how the data changed over time, and account for those changes. These skills and
more that I received as a result of my internship combined with my coursework at Westerns will aid me
as I enter the workplace and seek a job in the field of environmental science.

